The subject of the treatises above named has, it is evident, attracted much greater attention on the Continent than in our islands. We have here three elaborate works recently published in France, each of which has its independently distinctive features; while of the solitary essay that has emanated from the British press, it cannot be said that its author has done more than reproduce, in a popular form, what has been already written by others. In an admirable article which appeared in the ' Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology,' twenty years ago, the author, Dr. Symonds,
quoted from two British, and at least a dozen foreign, medico-legal writers. In the bibliography appended to one of the treatises now before us, we count only four English names among the number of forty-seven authors who have treated of the signs of death. It cannot, however, be denied, that much of the material so abundantly produced has consisted of a repetition of the same facts, and, often enough, of the same falsehoods; for in some of these authors there is apparent a credulity equal to every story of live-death that ever was invented by the most incorrigible horrormonger. The Hufeland's plans have subsequently been adopted and carried out in many other German states. The arrangements described by Dr. Josat, as witnessed at Frankfort, represent those adopted in other parts of Germany. They are deserving of attention, both from their author's celebrity and from their intrinsic ingenuity.
The description of these establishments in Dr. Josat's work is accompanied by engravings, which facilitate the comprehension of their structural details.
We can only lay before our readers their broad features. Attached to each of the public cemeteries, which are constructed on the heights surrounding the city, is on one side of a quadrangle, a series ot buildings, comprising chapel, directors', and servants' apartments. On the other side is a salle de veille, or watch-room. In the whole length of this chamber is a series of glazed sashes, each corresponding to a separate cell, and above each window a loud bell, termed the alarm-bell. This ominous alarm-bell is struck by a hammer which communicates with the interior of the cell by a simple mechanism in contact with the body placed therein as one of reputed apparent death?and only under these circumstances.
Each of these mortuary cells is so built so to insure ventilation and temperature at the will of the director. In each is placed a stand, upon which is laid the bier conveying the body. In France, twenty-four hours is the term fixed by law for interment. Restoration from apparent death has frequently taken place later than twentyfour hours; consequently the law favours premature interment, and offers opportunities for the concealment of crime. An official medical attestation of death is required within the twenty-four hours, but it is obvious that this offers no protection or assistance to cases of apparent death lasting shorter periods, before the arrival of the attesting medical officer.
As a remedy for these dangers, the author proposes that no corpse should be interred until it presents signs of decomposition, which, he observes, will usually be apparent within seventy-two hours; that chambers should be attached to every cemetery for 
